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Abstract—In this work, the performance of selective-decode

and forward (S-DF) relay systems over κκκ-µµµ fading channel

conditions is examined in terms of probability density func-

tion (PDF), system model and cumulative distribution function

(CDF) of the κκκ-µµµ distributed envelope, signal-to-noise ratio

and the techniques used to generate samples that rely on κκκ-µµµ
distribution. Specifically, we consider a case where the source-

to-relay, relay-to-destination and source-to-destination link is

subject to independent and identically distributed κκκ-µµµ fading.

From the simulation results, the enhancement in the symbol

error rate (SER) with a stronger line of sight (LOS) compo-

nent is observed. This shows that S-DF relaying systems may

perform well even in non-fading or LOS conditions. Monte

Carlo simulations are conducted for various fading parame-

ter values and the outcomes turn out to be a close match for

theoretical results, which validates the derivations made.

Keywords—channel fading, channel state information, relaying

protocol, selective decode and forward, symbol error rate.

1. Introduction

Fifth generation (5G) wireless communication systems

will require a paradigm shift to meet the increasing de-

mand for reliable connectivity offering high data rates,

low latency, better energy efficiency, and femto cell-based

relays [1]–[3]. Cooperative communication is the natu-

ral choice for 5G wireless communication systems, and is

adopted in third generation partnership project (3GPP), uni-

versal mobile telecommunications service (UMTS), long

term evolution (LTE)-Advanced and IEEE 802.11 stan-

dards, because the nodes of a cooperative communication

network may share their resources with each other while

transmitting the signal [4]–[6]. This approach is also in-

corporated into numerous 5G wireless applications, such as

machine-to-machine (M2M), device-to-device (D2D), cog-

nitive radio (CR), high speed terrestrial network (HSTN),

and free space optical (FSO) communication [7]–[10].

Relay-assisted cooperation is the first step towards a 5G

system that is expected to deliver up to 20 Gbps in down-

link (DL) and 10 Gbps in uplink (UL) communications,

serving as a benchmark for network operators during ini-

tial rollouts over the next few years [11]–[12]. The relay

infrastructure does not require a wired network connec-

tion, thus offering a reduction in the operator’s backhaul

costs. Through the additional cooperative diversity inher-

ent in such wireless systems, cooperative wireless commu-

nication significantly improves end-to-end reliability. If the

direct source-to-destination (SD) channel is in a deep fade,

the main advantage of the cooperative communication is

that the destination node may still receive the source signal

via the relay node.

Two basic relaying methods used for transmitting and re-

ceiving signals may be distinguished: analog and digital.

Analog relaying is also referred to as non-regenerative, as

the signals are not required to be digitized before they are

sent. Amplify-and-forward (AF) is an example of the ana-

log relaying approach. On the other hand, before trans-

mitting the signals to their destination, a relay node uses

the digital relay protocol to decode and encode signals.

Consequently, digital relaying is also known as regenera-

tive relaying. The main drawback of the AF protocol is

noise amplification. The relay may transmit the erroneous

signal to the destination node if the decode-and-forward

(DF) relaying protocol is used. The S-DF protocol has

been proposed to overcome the disadvantage of noise am-

plification and erroneous decoding related to AF and DF,

respectively [13]–[17]. To overcome the problem of noise

amplification and relay error propagation, the S-DF proto-

col is used in 5G wireless systems. S-DF relaying networks

relay forward correctly decoded signals only. Otherwise,

they remain idle. Moreover, network connectivity and data

transmission rates of S-DF relaying may be further aug-

mented by using multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

in conjunction with space-time-block-code (STBC) [18].

In [19]–[20], the authors investigated an S-DF relaying net-

work over the Rayleigh flat fading channel. In [19], the

authors investigated pairwise error probability (PEP) per-

formance of an S-DF relaying network over the Rayleigh

flat fading channel, evaluating ideal channel conditions.

In [21]–[23], the authors investigated an S-DF relay-

ing network over Nakagami-m fading channel conditions.

In [23], the authors investigated a dual hop (DH) S-DF
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relaying network over frequency flat Nakagami-m fading

channel conditions, evaluating ideal channel conditions.

However, papers [19]–[23] did taken non-homogeneous

fading channel conditions into consideration. The perfor-

mance of wireless communication systems is significantly

influenced by stochastic modeling and characterization of

the fading links between the communicating nodes. There-

fore, accurate stochastic modeling is very critical in the

development of efficient wireless communication schemes

and protocols.

In the literature, a variety of stochastic/statistical distribu-

tions have been developed to model small-scale fluctu-

ations in the transmitted signal envelope over fading chan-

nels, such as Nakagami-m, Rayleigh and Weibull [24]–[26].

However, none of the stochastic models described capture

the non-linearity of the propagation medium. κ-µ distri-

bution is a suitable choice for LOS applications and, on

the other hand, for non-LOS, η-µ fading distribution is

better suited for non-LOS scenarios. In [27], the authors

proposed η-µ and κ-µ non-homogeneous fading distribu-

tions for LOS and non-LOS components, respectively. In

[28]–[33], the authors investigated a relaying network un-

der κ-µ and η-µ fading channel conditions. In [34], the

authors investigated the SER performance of a DF relay-

ing network over η-µ and κ-µ fading channel conditions.

The exact SER expression is derived for M-ary phase shift

keying (PSK) modulated schemes. In this work, SER ex-

pressions are obtained for S-DF relaying networks and ad-

ditional diversity gains are achieved due to use of MIMO

in conjunction with STBC. Hence, we consider κ-µ fading

distribution to be well suited for LOS applications.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, SER is in-

vestigated over κ-µ fading channel conditions. The closed

form SER expression is derived using a moment generating

function (MGF)-based approach. In Section 3, simulation

results are given and Section 4 presents the conclusions.

2. End-to-end Symbol Error Analysis

Let us consider a MIMO-STBC S-DF relaying network

with a K number of relay nodes. In all the analyses asso-

ciated with SER performance of S-DF relaying networks,

we will assume NS×NR MIMO systems. NS is the number

of antennas existing at the source node and NR is the num-

ber of antennas installed at the relay nodes. Since both

source and relay nodes use the same orthogonal STBC

code, we take NS = NR = N. It is presumed that the or-

thogonal STBC code is conveyed over T time slots. An

orthogonal STBC codeword for complete STBC communi-

cation may be agreed by a matrix with dimensions NS ×T .

It was argued before that orthogonal STBC codewords may

be managed in different aerials and then the data processed

may be combined together in order to obtain effective re-

sults - an approach that is similar to maximum ratio com-

biner (MRC) [35]. Orthogonal STBC is designed such that

the vectors representing any pair of columns taken from

the source-to-r-th relay coding matrix Hsr are orthogonal,

i.e. STBC converts the vector channel into a scalar chan-

nel. For orthogonal STBC designs, conditional SNR at the

receiver may be given as an Euclidean or a Frobenius norm

of the channel times the average SNR, as [4]:

γsr = γsr

∥
∥Hsr

∥
∥2

F , (1)

where γsr denotes the conditional SNR of the source-to-r-th
relay fading link, γ sr denotes the average conditional SNR

of the source-to-r-th relay fading link and ‖Hsr
∥
∥2

F denotes

the Frobenius norm or L2 norm. All elements of Hsr are

i.i.d. κ-µ distributed random variables (RVs). The sugges-

tion of κ-µ channel fading was given in [36] as a gen-

eralized distribution to model a non-homogeneous fading

environment. As for η-µ and Nakagami-m fading channel

distribution, it was observed that, for κ-µ fading channel

conditions, the multipath components form clusters. Each

cluster has several scattered multipath components. The de-

lay spread of different clusters is relatively larger than the

delay spread of multipath components within a cluster. Ev-

ery cluster is assumed to have the same average power.

Unlike in η-µ fading and like Nakagami-m fading, it is

assumed that the in-phase and quadrature phase compo-

nents are independent and have equal powers in κ-µ fading.

However, each cluster is assumed to have some dominant

components considered to be of the LOS variety. In such

a model, the representation of the envelope of the fading

signal is slightly different from that of Nakagami-m and/or

η-µ fading. It may be given as [36]–[39]:

β 2 =
J

∑
j=0

[
(IJ +φ j)

2 +(Ω j +α j)
2]

, (2)

where J is the number of clusters in the received signal,

(I j + φ j) and (Ω j + α j) are the in-phase and quadrature

phase components, respectively, of the resultant signal of

Table 1

Modulation parameters for various modulation

schemes [34]–[35]

Modulation
a b c

scheme

Binary PSK 1 2 0

Binary frequency
1 1 0

shift keying

M-ary-PSK 2 2sin2
( π

M

)

0

M-ary-pulse

2
M−1

M
6

M2−1
0amplitude

modulation

Quadrature PSK 2 2 1

Coherent differen-
2 2 2

tial PSK

M-ary-quadrature

4
√

M−1√
M

3
M−1

d
(√

M−1√
M

)2
amplitude modu-

lation (QAM)
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the j-th cluster. Both I j and Ω j are mutually independent and zero-mean circular-shift complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG),

E[I j] = E[Ω j] = 0 and have equal variance, i.e. E[I2
j ] = E[Ω2

j ] = σ 2. φ j and α j denote the in-phase and quadrature

components, respectively. The non-zero mean of in-phase and quadrature phase components reveals the presence of

a dominant component in the clusters of the received signal. Again, as in the case of Nakagami-m and η-µ fading models,

the fading amplitude may be expressed as:

β 2 =
J

∑
j=0

C
2
j (3)

C
2
j = (I j +φ j)

2 +(Ω j +α j)
2

. (4)

From the fact that I j and Ω j are Gaussian distributed, it is to be noted here that C
2
j follows non-central Chi-squared

distribution. Unlike Nakagami-m and η-µ channel models, κ-µ distribution is suitable for model LOS environments. PDF

of SNR for an STBC MIMO system over κ-µ fading channels may be given by [36]–[39]:

pγsr (γsr) =
µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

µsr NSNR+1
2

(κsr)
µsrNSNR−1

2 eµsrNSNRκsr γ
µsrNSNR+1

2

γ
µsrNSNR−1

2
sr e−

µsrNSNR(1+κsr )γsr
γsr IµsrNSNR−1

(

2µsrNSNR

√

κsr(1+κsr)γsr

γsr

)

, (5)

where µsr > 0 is the channel fading parameter directly related to the number of clusters, κsr denotes the ratio of power

in the LOS components to that of scattered components. Note that γ sr is the expected SNR and is used as a scaling

factor of ‖Hsr‖2
F in existing literature to indicate average SNR at the receiver. The instantaneous SER PS→R

E (γsr) of the

source-to-r-th relay fading link may be expressed as [40]–[41]:

PS→R
E (γsr) = aQ

(√

bγsr
)
− cQ2(

√

bγsr
)

, (6)

where a, b and c are modulation-dependent parameters listed in Table 1 and Q(.) represents the Gaussian Q function

describing the area under the tail of a Gaussian curve and is defined as [40]–[41]:

Q(x) =
1√
2π

∞∫

x

e−
u2
2 du =

1√
π

∞∫

x

e−z2
dz =

erfc(x)
2

, (7)

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function, which is accessible, inter alia, in Matlab.

The expected SER PS→R
E may be obtained by taking expectation of the instantaneous SER over the PDF of receiving

instantaneous SNR. For averaging the conditional SER, we will use the MGF-based approach. It may be expressed as [40]:

PS→R
E =

a
π

π
2∫

0

Mγsr

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

I1

− c
π

π
4∫

0

Mγsr

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

I2

, (8)

where Mγsr (.) is the MGF of the received conditional SNR. MGF of κ-µ distributed instantaneous SNR is given as [40]–

[41]:

Mγsr (s) =

∞∫

0

pγsr (γsr)e−sγsr dγsr =

(
µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+ sγsr

)µsrNSNR

e

(
(µsr NSNR)2κsr (1+κsr )
µsrNSNR(1+κsr )+sγsr

)

−κsr µsrNSNR
. (9)

I1 may be expressed in terms of a confluent hypergeometric function [42], as evaluated in Appendix A.

I1 =
a
π

√
bγsr(µsrNSNRκsr)

µsr NSNR

√

2πµsrNSNR(1+κsr)

(
2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+bγsr

)µsrNSNR+ 1
2 Γ
(

µsrNSNR + 1
2

)√
π

Γ(µsrNSNR +1)
×

∞

∑
J=0

∞

∑
n=0

(

µsrNSNR + 1
2

)

J+n
(1)J

(
2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+bγsr

)J(
2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+bγsr

)n

(µsrNSNR +1)J+n J!n!
.

(10)
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where Γ(x) represents the Gamma function [42] and (x)n denotes the descending factorial [44]–[45], (x)n =
Γ(x+1)

Γ(x−n+1)
.

I2 may be expressed in terms of confluent Lauricella’s hypergeometric function [43], as evaluated in Appendix B.

I2 =
c
√

bγsr(µsrNSNRκsr)
µsrNSNR

2π
√

2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

(
µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+bγsr

)µsrNSNR+ 1
2 Γ
(

µsrNSNR + 1
2

)√
π

Γ(µsrNSNR +1)
×

∞

∑
J=0

∞

∑
n=0

∞

∑
p=0

(

µsrNSNR + 1
2

)

J+N+P
(1)m

( 1
2

)

n

(

µsrNSNR(1+κsr)
µsrNSNR(1+κsr+bγsr

)J(
2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+2bγsr

)n(
µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+bγsr

)n

(
3
2

)

J+N+P
J!n!p!

. (11)

Following a similar analysis, the SER for the S→D fading link may be given as [40]:

PS→D
E =

a
π

π
2∫

0

Mγsr

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

K1

− c
π

π
4∫

0

Mγsr

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

K2

, (12)

where

K1 =
a
π

√
bγsd(µSDNSNDκSD)µSDNSND

√

2πµSDNSND(1+κSD)

(
2µSDNSND(1+κSD)

2µSDNSND(1+κSD)+bγsd

)µSDNSND+ 1
2 Γ
(

µSDNSND + 1
2

)√
π

Γ(µSDNSND +1)
×

∞

∑
J=0

∞

∑
n=0

(

µSDNSND + 1
2

)

J+n
(1)J

(
2µSDNSND(1+κSD)

2µSDNSND(1+κSD)+bγsd

)J(
2µSDNSND(1+κSD)

2µSDNSND(1+κSD)+bγsd

)n

(µSDNSND +1)J+n J!n!
,

(13)

where µSD > 0 is the channel fading parameter directly related to the number of clusters and κSD denotes the ratio of

power in the LOS components to that of scattered components for S→D fading links. γ sd denotes the average SNR of the

source-to-destination fading link.

K2 =
c
√

bγsd(µSDNSNDκSD)µSDNSND

2π
√

2µSDNSND(1+κSD)

(
µSDNSND(1+κSD)

µSDNSND(1+κSD)+bγsd

)µSDNSND+ 1
2 Γ
(

µSDNSND + 1
2

)√
π

Γ(µSDNSND +1)
×

∞

∑
J=0

∞

∑
n=0

∞

∑
p=0

(

µSDNSND + 1
2

)

J+N+P
(1)m

( 1
2

)

n

(

µSDNSND(1+κSD)
µSDNSND(1+κSD+bγsd

)J(
2µSDNSND(1+κSD)

2µSDNSND(1+κSD)+2bγsd

)n(
µSDNSND(1+κSD)

µSDNSND(1+κSD)+bγsd

)n

(
3
2

)

J+n+p
J!n!p!

.

(14)

Also, the SER for the R→D fading link may be expressed [40] as:

PR→D
E =

a
π

π
2∫

0

Mγrd

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ1

− c
π

π
4∫

0

Mγrd

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ2

, (15)
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where

ψ1 =
a
π

√
bγrd(µRDNRNDκRD)µRDNRND

√

2πµRDNRND(1+κRD)

(
2µRDNRND(1+κRD)

2µRDNRND(1+κRD)+bγrd

)µRDNRND+ 1
2 Γ
(

µRDNRND + 1
2

)√
π

Γ(µRDNRND +1)
×

∞

∑
J=0

∞

∑
n=0

(

µRDNRND + 1
2

)

J+n
(1)m

(
2µRDNRND(1+κSD)

2µRDNRND(1+κRD)+bγrd

)J(
2µRDNRND(1+κRD)

2µRDNRND(1+κRD)+bγrd

)n

(µRDNRND +1)J+n J!n!
,

(16)

ψ2 =
c
√

bγrd(µRDNRNDκRD)µRDNRND

2π
√

2µRDNRND(1+κRD)

(
µRDNRND(1+κRD)

µRDNRND(1+κRD)+bγrd

)µRDNRND+ 1
2 Γ
(

µRDNRND + 1
2

)√
π

Γ(µRDNRND +1)
×

∞

∑
J=0

∞

∑
n=0

∞

∑
p=0

(

µRDNRND + 1
2

)

J+n+p
(1)m

( 1
2

)

n

(

µRSDNRND(1+κRD)
µRDNRND(1+κRD+bγrd

)J(
2µRDNRND(1+κRD)

2µRDNRND(1+κRD)+2bγrd

)n(
µRDNRND(1+κRD)

µRDNRND(1+κRD)+bγrd

)n

(
3
2

)

J+n+p
J!n!p!

.

(17)

In the above equations µRD > 0 is the channel fading parameter directly related to the number of clusters and κRD denotes

the ratio of power in the LOS components to that of scattered components for R→D fading links and γ rd denotes the

average SNR of the source-to-destination fading link. The error probability of the cooperation mode, PS→D,R→D
E may be

expressed as [41], [44]:

PS→D,R→D
E =







a
π

π
2∫

0

Mγsd

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

I1

− c
π

π
4∫

0

Mγsd

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

I2







×







a
π

π
2∫

0

Mγrd

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ1

− c
π

π
4∫

0

Mγrd

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ2







. (18)

PS→D,R→D
E represents the cooperation-based signal transmission mode. If the relay decodes correctly during the relaying

phase, then the destination gets the signal from the relay node and from the source node. The optimal combination is per-

formed at the destination node using maximal ratio combining schemes. End-to-end SER of the cooperative communication

fading link is:

PE = PS→R
E ×PS→E

E +
(

1−PS→R
E

)

×PS→D,R→D
E . (19)

The end-to-end SER of the cooperative communication fading link may be obtained by substituting Eqs. (8), (12) and (18)

into Eq. (19).

3. Simulation Results

For a MIMO-STBC S-DF relaying network, we demonstrate simulation plots of the average SER over non-homo-

geneous fading channel conditions. Monte Carlo simulations are conducted, and Matlab software is used for the

simulations. In Figs. 1–3, for simplicity reasons, we take µRD = µSD = µSR = µ and κRD = κSD = κSR = κ . The theoreti-

cal expressions in κ-µ fading are in the form of infinite series. However, these series converge very rapidly with an

increase in the number of summation terms (N), e.g. N = 15 is enough to attain accuracy up to 4 decimal points. For

better and assured precision, a corresponding analysis is performed with N = 20. In Fig. 1 we considered equal power
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allocation factors with Q-PSK modulated symbols. The

average end-to-end error probability versus SNR plots are

shown with clear detection of κ-µ over fading channels.

Average SER is plotted for µ = 1, and varying κ using

Eq. (16). We observe that the increment in performance

is higher along with the increase in κ . In Fig. 2, SER vs.

SNR is plotted for various values of κ and for a fixed value

of µ . In Fig. 3, a SER vs. SNR plot is given for various

values of µ and for a fixed value of κ . It has been shown

that SER performance improves with the increase in the

value of µ .

Fig. 1. Average SER performance of 4-PSK over κ-µ fading

channels with different values of κ .

Fig. 2. Average SER performance of 4-QAM over κ-µ fading

channels with different values of κ .

Fig. 3. Average SER performance of 4-PSK over κ-µ fading

channels with different values of µ .

Fig. 4. SER vs. SNR plots of 4-QAM over κ-µ links.

Fig. 5. SER vs. SNR plots of 4-QAM over κ-µ links for various

values of κi j and µi j.

4. Conclusions

We have investigated CF expressions of the average SER

for a MIMO STBC S-DF relaying network over κ-µ faded

links when the input is Q-PSK and 4-QAM modulated.

The average SER of QAM and QPSK are presented in the

figures. Specifically, we consider the case where the S→R,

R→D and S→D link is subject to the i.i.d. κ-µ fading.

From the simulation results, an enhancement in SER with

a stronger LOS component is observed.

Appendix A

Solution of I1 =
a
π

π
2∫

0

Mγsr

(
b

2sin2 θ

)

dθ :

Let

t =
µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+
bγsr

2sin2(θ )

. (20)
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After performing some manipulations, sin2(θ ) is expressed

as:

sin2(θ ) =
bγsrt

2µsr(1+κsr)(1− t)
, (21)

sin(θ ) =

√

bγsrt
2µsr(1+κsr)(1− t)

, (22)

cos(θ ) =

√

1− bγsrt
2µsr(1+κsr)(1− t)

. (23)

After differentiating Eq. (21) with respect to dt, we get:

2sin(θ )cos(θ )dθ =
bγsrdt

2µsr(1+κsr)(1− t)2 . (24)

The lower and upper limits of integral I1 changes from 0

to 0 and from
π
2

to
µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+
bγsr

2

.

Substituting Eqs. (21)–(24) into integral I1, we get:

I1 =
a
π

µsr (1+κsr )

µsr (1+κsr )+
bγsr

2∫

0

bγsr(µsrκsrt)µsr et(1−t)−1

2
√

bγsrt
√

2µsr(1+κsr)(1−t)−bγsrt

(25)

For further simplification of this integral, it may be brought

in the form of a confluent hypergeometric function with

the substitution:

y =
2µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr

2µsr(1+κsr)
t . (26)

The above substitution converts the upper limit of the in-

tegral to unity without changing the lower limit of the inte-

gral. This makes it easy to represent this integral into the

standard form of a confluent hypergeometric function of

two variables. The confluent hypergeometric function is

defined as:

Φ1(a,b,c,x,y) =
Γ(c)

Γ(a)Γ(c−a)

1∫

0

ta−1(1−t)c−a−1(1−xt)−beyt dt . (27)

Further simplifications after substitution of Eq. (26) into

Eq. (27) bring the integral in the form that may be given

as:

I1 =
a
π

1∫

0

bγsr y µ− 1
2 e

2µsr (1+κsr )
µsr (1+κsr )+bγsr

y
(

1− 2µsr(1+κsr)
2µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr

y
)−1

2
√

bγsr

√

2µsr(1+κsr)(1−y)
×

(
2µsr(1+κsr)

2µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr

)

dy , (28)

=
a
π

√
bγsr(µsrκsr)

µsr

2

(
2µsr(1+κsr)

2µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr

)µsr+
1
2
×

1∫

0

bγsr y µ− 1
2 e

2µsr (1+κsr )
µsr (1+κsr )+bγsr

y
(1−y)−

1
2

√

2µsr(1+κsr)(1−y)
(

1− 2µsr(1+κsr)
2µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr

y
)dy . (29)

The above expression may be compared with the definition

of the confluent hypergeometric function given in Eq. (27)

to obtain the arguments of the function as:

a = µsr +
1
2

, (30)

b = 1 , (31)

c = µsr +1 , (32)

x =
2µsr(1+κsr)

2µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr
, (33)

y =
2µsr(1+κsr)

2µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr
. (34)

Thus, I1 may be finally evaluated in the form of a confluent

hypergeometric function as:

I1 =
a
π

√
bγsr(µsrκsr)

µsr

2
√

2µsr(1+κsr)

(
2µsr(1+κsr)

2µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr

)µsr+
1
2
×

Γ
(
µsr + 1

2

)√
π

Γ(µsr +1)
Φ1

(

µsr +
1
2
,1,µsr +1,

2µsr(1+κsr)

2µsr(1+κsr)+bγ sr
,

2µsr(1+κsr)

2µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr

)

. (35)

Next, we will discuss the solution of I2.

Appendix B

One may proceed to the solution of I2 following the steps

used for the solution of I1 earlier. We make the same substi-

tution as made for I1 in Eq. (26). Thus, the same expressions

will be used in the integral as discussed in Eqs. (30)–(34).

However, the upper limit of the integral will now be
µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr
.

Now, it can be represented as:

I2 =
c
π

µsr (1+κsr )
µsr(1+κsr )+bγsr∫

0

bγsr(µsrκsrt)µsr et(1−t)−1

2
√

bγsrt
√

2µsr(1+κsr)(1−t)−bγsrt
dt .

(36)
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For further simplification of this integral, it may be

brought in the form of a confluent Lauricella’s hypergeo-

metric function of three variables with the following sub-

stitution:

y =
µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr

µsr(1+κsr)
t . (37)

The above substitution converts the upper limit of the inte-

gral to unity without changing the lower limit of the inte-

gral. This makes it easy to represent this integral into the

standard form of a confluent Lauricella’s hypergeometric

function of three variables. It is defined as:

φ (3)
1 (a,b1,b2,c,x,y,z) =

Γ(c)
Γ(a)Γ(c−a)

1∫

0

ta−1(1−t)c−a−1×

(1−xt)−b1(1−yt)−b2ezt dt . (38)

Further simplifications after substitution of Eq. (37) into

Eq. (36) bring the integral in the form that may be expressed

as:

I2 =
c
π

√
bγsr(µsrκsr)

µsr

2

(
µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+bγ sr

)µsr+
1
2
×

1∫

0

yµsr−1
2 e

µsr (1+κsr )
µsr (1+κsr+bγsr

y
(

1− 2µsr(1+κsr)+bγ sr
2µsr(1+κsr)+2bγsr

y
)− 1

2

√

2µsr(1+κsr)

(

1− µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr
y
) dy .

(39)

The above expression may be compared with the defini-

tion of the confluent Lauricella’s hypergeometric function

given in Eq. (38) to obtain the arguments of the function

as:

a = µsr +
1
2

, (40)

b1 = 1 , (41)

b2 =
1
2

, (42)

c = µsr +
3
2

, (43)

x =
µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr
, (44)

y =
2µsr(1+κsr)

2µsr(1+κsr)+2bγsr
, (45)

z =
µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr
. (46)

Thus, I2 may be finally evaluated in the form of a confluent

Lauricella’s hypergeometric function as:

I2 =
c
π

√
bγsr(µsrκsr)

µsr

2
√

2µsr(1+κsr)

(
µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+bγ sr

)µsr+
1
2
×

Γ
(
µsr + 1

2

)√
π

Γ(µsr +1)
Phi(3)

1

(

µsr +
1
2
,1,

1
2
,

3
2
,

µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+bγ sr
,

2µsr(1+κsr)

2µsr(1+κsr)+bγ sr
,

µsr(1+κsr)

µsr(1+κsr)+bγsr

)

. (47)

Note that I1 and I2 have the form, respectively, of a con-

fluent hypergeometric function and a confluent Lauricella’s

function. These functions are not commonly available in

mathematical computation software. Thus, numerical eval-

uation methods for finite integrals may be used. Alterna-

tively, these functions may be numerically evaluated using

their series representation. The confluent hypergeometric

function in the series form may be given as:

Φ1(a,b,c,x,y) =
∞

∑
J=0

∞

∑
n=0

(a)J+n(b)JxJyn

(c)J+nJ!n!
. (48)

The condition for convergence of this function is |x| < 1
which is satisfied in our case for all values of average SNR.

The confluent Lauricella’s hypergeometric function in the

series form is:

Φ(3)
1 (a,b,c,x,y,z) =

∞

∑
J=0

∞

∑
n=0

∞

∑
p=0

(a)J+n+p(b1)J(b2)nxJynzp

(c)J+n+pJ!n!p!
. (49)

Using Eq. (49) into Eq. (47), the integral I2 can be ex-

pressed as in Eq. (50).

I2 =
c
√

bγsr(µsrNSNRκsr)
µsrNSNR

2π
√

2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

(
µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+bγsr

)µsrNSNR+ 1
2 Γ
(

µsrNSNR + 1
2

)√
π

Γ(µsrNSNR +1)
×

∞

∑
J=0

∞

∑
n=0

∞

∑
p=0

(

µsrNSNR + 1
2

)

J+n+p
(1) j

( 1
2

)

n

(

µsrNSNR(1+κsr)
µsrNSNR(1+κsr+bγsr

)J(
2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

2µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+2bγsr

)n(
µsrNSNR(1+κsr)

µsrNSNR(1+κsr)+bγsr

)n

(
3
2

)

J+n+p
J!n!p!

. (50)
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